
4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.43: A depth map of the image of the �at re�ector modelled at 1.5km depth after
KPSDM showing signi�cant lateral depth variations orthogonal to the canyons. The white
contours show the sea�oor bathymetry above this re�ector and highlight the correlation
with the subsurface distortion.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.44: An amplitude map of the �at re�ector modelled at 1.5km depth after
KPSDM. This map shows the signi�cant lateral amplitude variations orthogonal to the
canyons. The white contours show the sea�oor bathymetry above this re�ector.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.45: A near o�set slice (270m) from the 3D synthetic KPSDM data. This image
shows some slight distortions beneath the canyon in the shelf break.

across the edges of the canyons seems to be on the order of 30m which is consistent with

the magnitude of the variations seen in the KPSDM synthetic 3D data (Figure 4.43). An

amplitude extraction around the event shown in Figure 4.51 is shown in Figure 4.53, it

also shows some weak correlation with the sea�oor canyon orientation.

Figures 4.54 and 4.55 show the KPSDM images of the sea�oor canyons in more detail.

Prism wave e�ects appear to be present adjacent to the base of the canyon consistent with

Figure 4.10, this is particularly evident in Figure 4.54. There is also inconsistent dip in the

horizons on either side of the canyon suggesting the velocity model around the canyon may
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.46: A series of KPSDM gathers with the full stack mute used shown in red.

Figure 4.47: An inline from the KPSDM data.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.48: A cross-section running orthogonal to the sea�oor canyons in the KPSDM
data.

Figure 4.49: KPSDM CDP gathers from the �eld dataset beneath the sea�oor canyons
with full stack mute shown in blue.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.50: KPSDM 725m o�set section showing some distortions beneath the sea�oor
canyons.

be too slow in some areas, i.e. the canyon may be narrower than previously interpreted.

The angle stacks do not show any clear distortion caused by the canyons, an example

is shown in Figure 4.56, this is consistent with the synthetic modelling that showed that

the distortions are subtle for a canyon this wide.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.51: A depth map of a geological horizon at approximately 1.7km depth showing
correlation between the sea�oor canyons and the structure of this imaged event. The
sea�oor depth contours are shown in white.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.52: A depth map of a geological horizon at approximately 2.8km depth showing
correlation between the sea�oor canyons and the structure of this imaged event. The
sea�oor depth contours are shown in white.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.53: An amplitude extraction in a 60ms window around the horizon shown in
Figure 4.51. The sea�oor depth contours are shown in white and seem to have a weak
correlation with the amplitude trends.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.54: A detailed cross-section orthogonal to a sea�oor canyon showing evidence
of prism wave e�ects and potential velocity errors producing a push-down e�ect.

Figure 4.55: A detailed cross-section orthogonal to a sea�oor canyon showing evidence
of prism wave e�ects and potential velocity errors producing a push-down e�ect.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.56: A cross-section running orthogonal to the sea�oor canyon through the
near angle stack from the KPSDM showing little evidence of strong distortion beneath the
canyons.

4.7.4 Reverse time migration results

Figures 4.57 and 4.58 are the depth and amplitude maps for the synthetic horizontal

re�ector at 1500m after RTM. Comparing Figures 4.43 and 4.44 shows that the structural

distortion is signi�cantly lower for the RTM data compared to the KPSDM data, consistent

with the 2D results.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.57: A depth map of the RTM image of the �at re�ector modelled at 1.5km
depth after RTM. This map shows much lower lateral depth variations orthogonal to the
canyons. The white contours show the sea�oor bathymetry above this re�ector and high-
light the correlation with the subsurface distortion.
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4.7. 3D shot modeling and migration

Figure 4.58: An amplitude map of the RTM image of the �at re�ector modelled at
1.5km depth showing lateral amplitude variations orthogonal to the canyons. The white
contours show the sea�oor bathymetry above this re�ector.
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4.8. Conclusions

4.8 Conclusions

In this study I compare 2D and 3D synthetic data modelled over sea�oor canyons with

�eld data collected above sea�oor canyons. This comparison enables me to identify the

e�ects of sea�oor canyons in a controlled environment and compare them with e�ects we

observe in �eld data.

I observe in our synthetic modelling and migrations that sea�oor canyons cause com-

plex scattering that cannot be correctly imaged using the true velocity model if the canyons

are severe enough. I observe that this e�ect is much more pronounced when using KP-

STM compared to KPSDM, and RTM provides slight improvements compared to KPSDM.

This suggests that KPSDM is essential in areas with rugose sea�oor, and RTM should be

considered when the rugosity is severe and accurate horizons are critical.

I observe that these sea�oor canyon distortions are signi�cant for width to depth ratios

of less than three. This has the consequence that the sea�oor canyons I observe in our

dataset produce much more subtle distortions that are di�cult to observe when overlain

with the geological complexity present in the subsurface. However, I do observe evidence of

these distortions which would potentially be signi�cant in the appraisal and development

phase of a project.

I also observe that prism waves and other distortions can be produced by sea�oor

canyons, and care should be taken in interpreting a sea�oor for velocity model building to

avoid an incorrect sea�oor which can lead to signi�cant distortion beneath the canyon as

my 2D modelling showed.

I demonstrated that angle stacks show the distortionary e�ect of sea�oor canyons more

clearly and can potentially be used to analyse the extent of the image distortion beneath

the canyons. This e�ect should also be taken into account when conducting AVO analysis

in areas containing sea�oor canyons.

Future work of the type demonstrated here analysing areas with a more rugose sea�oor

would provide further insights into the signi�cance and behaviour of sea�oor canyons.
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5| Conclusion

Accurately characterising the behaviour of seismic waves propagating through complex

media remains an important challenge in many academic and commercial contexts. This

is particularly true in hydrocarbon exploration and development, and generally true in all

areas that rely on seismic waves for remote detection. Increasing computational resources

available to researchers in this �eld enable us to more precisely model the propagation of

seismic waves and thereby improve our understanding of their behaviour. The complexity

of many scenarios necessitates multiple simplifying assumptions about the nature of the

medium, whether it be a rugose sea�oor or a heterogeneously saturated rock. In this thesis

we test some of these assumptions using direct elastic forward modelling of the seismic

wave�eld through models of these scenarios. We �nd that not all assumptions made in

current literature are robust.

5.1 Summary

Gassmann theory has long described the relationship between the properties of rock and

a �uid and their combined elastic properties once the rock is saturated with the �uid.

However, characterising the properties of the medium when more than one �uid is present

remains highly uncertain. A Reuss (harmonic) average is currently used, but it is recognised

this is only accurate if the �uids are well mixed. Various empirical and analytical models

have been suggested, however the analytical models tend to focus on the poroelastic wave

equation. In Chapter 2 we examine the extent to which purely elastic modelling describes

the behaviour observed in heterogeneously saturated rocks. We show that the majority

of the behaviour observed in laboratory experiments can be replicated in elastic forward

modelling, indicating that �uid �ow e�ects may not be as signi�cant as previously thought.
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5.2. Contribution and future research

Complex sea�oor topography and other overburden velocity complexities present a

challenge to processors aiming to generate accurate images of the subsurface using marine

seismic data. We examine the e�ects of sea�oor canyons, in particular, as an archetypal

example of sea�oor rugosity. In Chapter 3 we show that prism waves can be generated in

areas with narrow canyons, in particular when the canyon wall slope exceeds 45 degrees. We

also develop an expression for the geometry required to generate prism waves. These prism

waves often present sign�cant artifacts in both the gathers and the �nal migrated image.

These artifacts could potentially be interpreted as true geological structure and recognising

them is potentially important, both in velocity model building and interpreting the shallow

subsurface.

In addition to prism waves, sea�oor canyons also distort the structure and amplitude

of the transmitted wave�eld, and correctly compensating for this is crucial in order to

generate accurate seismic images. We demonstrate the extent of these distortions, and

show that even when no noise is present, and the velocity model is known, conventional

Kirchho� depth migration is not su�cient to accurately compensate for the amplitude

distortions. In these situations Kirchho� time migration does not image the subsurface

accurately at all, reverse time migration provides some improvement over Kirchho� depth

migration, but some distortion remains. We also present results indicating that an incorrect

velocity model will signi�cantly distort the image, and this e�ect is not necessarily clearly

diagnosable.

5.2 Contribution and future research

This thesis provides insights into the dynamics of seismic wave propagation in scenarios

with complex structure. Chapter 2 provides an alternative model for upscaling the prop-

erties of a heterogeneously saturated rock which does not rely on assumptions about the

values of poroelastic parameters, which can be di�cult to determine. It highlights that

invoking �uid �ow behaviour may not be necessary to explain much of the behaviour ob-

served experimentally. Chapters 3 and 4 highlight the e�ects of a complex overburden on

a seismic image. Chapter 3 examines in detail the e�ects of multi-scattered sea�oor prism

waves and highlights their impact on both gathers and migrated images. The artifacts
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5.2. Contribution and future research

shown in Chapter 3 make it a reference a seismic processor or interpreter could look to for

indicators of the presence of prism waves. Chapter 4 demonstrates that even with advanced

imaging techniques and a known velocity model, seismic data generated in a su�ciently

complex environment will not be correctly imaged. It highlights the challenges presented

by a complex sea�oor and the artifacts that are likely to remain even when the correct

velocity model is used to image the data.

In the area of `patchy' saturation the next research step would be to generate an

elastic model that corresponds exactly to a laboratory experiment in order to compare

and callibrate the results. Further work could also be done to parameterise the set of

curves generated from the elastic modelling experiments to further enhance the predictive

capability of the model. Once the model was callibrated against an experimental set-up

work could also be done to compare the e�ective attenuation of the model to theoretical

and laboratory experiments.

In the area of imaging underneath sea�oor canyons, a dataset with a more rugose

sea�oor would provide more insights. Unfortunately such a dataset was not available for

this thesis, but it would be illuminating in future research. It may also be fruitful to

experiment further with the imaging parameters used in this experiment to determine if

a higher resolution or otherwise-modi�ed migration algorithm could begin to resolve the

e�ects observed. The parameters used in this thesis were comparable to a conventional

commercial processing �ow. Further analysis of the e�ects of changing the velocity model

would also be interesting given further time and resources. The next natural step in this

work would be to extend it to examine velocity complexity in the shallow overburden

caused by a broader range of phenomena than sea�oor canyons.
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